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ABOUT US

As Centrum Auditing, we provide services for domestic and foreign companies within the fields of 

tax, independent auditing, corporate financing, internal auditing, corporate risk, labor and social 

security regulations.

Our company is composed of experts who served as tax inspectors and top level tax officials for 

more than 15 years in Turkish Ministry of Finance and private companies including a leading 

Turkish conglomerate with over 60 billion dollars of gross turnover and over 190 companies.

We have more than 50 technical experts, each working with the most prominent firms from various 

spectrum of industries and origins.

Our company also serves as the Tax Associate of a Netherlands based company, Trade&Investment

Center BV, and as strategic partner of another Dutch firm, Van Campen/Liem BV.



ENHANCING YOUR EXPECTATIONS...
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Tax certification is a  
process that significantly  
reduces the investigation  
risk



Tax certification significantly reduces the faulty or deficient practices which may arise during a 

possible tax inspection by the Turkish Ministry of Finance.

Corporate tax return certification services may be classified under the three main headings:

Certification audit
Control of tax calculations
Reporting of identified issues

Certification services do not only reduce the risk of tax inspections but also result in early diagnosis 

and correction of faulty implementations.

Tax planning opportunities identified during the audit and brought to the attention of company 

management also constitute a significant value created by the certification services.

TAX AUDITING AND 
CERTIFICATION SERVICES



Our consultancy services  
aims at problem solving  
and efficient decisions



Tax is vital for most enterprises. Besides, it is one of the most significant risk areas for many firms due 

to the gray areas in its legislation, widely dispersed nature of its rules and difficulty to follow-up the 

continuous changes in the laws.

Consultancy services provided in order to minimize tax risks by managing the tax consequences of 

transactions in the most proper way can be summarized as follows:

Written and oral statements with respect to tax legislation and administrative practices
Examining the tax planning possibilities related with all kinds of taxes and transactions
Providing consultancy within the light of Double Taxation Treaties and for the taxation of foreign 
domiciled companies
Preparing Bulletins, Circular Notes and Announcements with respect to changes in legislation 
and the impact of those changes on firms
Reviewing the intended agreements in terms of their compliance with tax laws
Preparing reports and fact sheets including solutions and recommendations for various 
transactions and subjects
Management of tax inspection and lawsuit processes
Consultancy on the subjects related with incentives legislation

TAX CONSULTANCY



Our VAT team provides  
for the fastest and most  
reliable VAT applications



Some taxes such as VAT and SCT (Special Consumption Tax) may significantly affect the cash flows and 

costs of the enterprises and thereby have a crucial significance on them. Our company provides 

regulatory compliance audits and consultancy services with respect to the aforementioned taxes.

Services provided in this context can be outlined as follows:

Improvement of reporting associated with indirect taxes

Cost controlling

Management of indirect taxes in compliance with the relevant legislation

Determination and implementation of refunds, exemptions and exceptions which may possibly 

be benefited

INDIRECT TAX CONSULTANCY



We strictly follow the  
procedures specified by  
Turkish tax administration  
and the attitude adopted at  
the process stage



Our VAT refund group has an experienced staff that strictly follows the procedures specified 

by Turkish tax administration and attitude adopted at the process stage.

Following services are provided with respect to specific needs of the companies, and as VAT 

consultancy in general:

Analysis of VAT structures of the companies

Responding to questions related with law and other regulations

Preparing Bulletins, Circular Notes and Announcements with respect to changes in legislation 

and the impact of those changes on firms

Making the necessary calculations for VAT refunds

Preparing the reports necessary for refund or offsetting procedures

Providing consultancy on the problems encountered by firms with respect to VAT deduction, 

refund and offsetting procedures

VAT REFUND SERVICES



Current economic  
conditions and repeated  
financial crises give  
prominence to concepts  
of sustainability and  
transparency for an  
increasing number of  
companies



Current economic conditions and repeated financial crises give prominence to concepts of sustainability and 

transparency for an increasing number of companies. These concepts are ensured by means of financial 

reporting and independent auditing pursued in line with the international standards.

Services provided in this context can be summarized as follows:

Median role in the process of converting the financial statements drawn from the legal books kept in 

accordance with the accounting regulations of the Turkish Ministry of Finance into Turkish 

Accounting/Financial Reporting Standards (TMS/TFRS)

Independent auditing of financial statements prepared in line with TMS/TFRS based on the International 

Auditing Standards (IASs)

Turkish Commercial Code consultancy services

Median role in the process of management reporting through IFRS, USGAAP and UKGAAP conversions

Preparation of corporate reports dictated by relevant laws such as the Annual Report and Corporate 

Governance Principles Compliance Report

INDEPENDENT AUDITING



Internal audit unit was  
formed as part of our  
monitoring functions to  
internal controls



Internal audit is an independent consultancy and audit activity that aims to offer a systematic 

approach to evaluate risk, control and corporate management functions of the enterprises 

and thereby improve their effectiveness to ensure them achieve their goals.

In this context, our company develops solutions adapted for the specific needs of the 

customers and supports them with respect to:

Providing internal auditing services
Establishing an internal auditing department if required
Improving performance of the existing internal auditing functions

Being aware of the fact that independent auditing is not sufficient for the prevention of

misconduct and fraud alone, we also serve for the firms through the system and process

improvement studies oriented to avoid them from any such behavior to occur in the future.

INTERNAL AUDITING



Turkey possess a  
rapidly changing and  
challenging labor
legislation that is hard to  
tackle



Consultancy services provided within the labor and social security fields in which the legislation 

may change at any time (as is the case for the tax laws) are as follows:

Sharing opinions in written or oral forms as requested with regards to labor and social 

security issues

Reviewing and examining the texts and agreements prepared by companies in terms 

of labor and social security implications

Consultancy with respect to compliance of practices such as abolition, notice, 

seniority, and annual leave

Consultancy in the management of satisfying the necessary legal requirements in 

inspections by public authorities

Providing technical assistance with respect to employee-employer disputes

Notifying companies about changes within all levels of legislation by means of 

Bulletins, Circular Notes and Announcements

LABOR AND SOCIAL 
SECURITY CONSULTANCY



We aim to ensure our  
customers measure,  
manage and control risks  
so as to improve their  
business processes



It is crucial to determine potential risks before they are turned into an actual threat for the 

company and manage them systematically to minimize the effects of any possible losses.

Corporate risk management is an indispensable tool for the sustainability and success of firms.

In this context, our company provides consultancy services on business processes together with 

technological, operational and financial risks of the entities.

We aim to measure, manage and take the risks under control, thereby achieve the goal of 

improving the reliability of business processes and systems.

CORPORATE RISK MANAGEMENT





DEPENDABLE SERVICE, RELIABLE FEEDBACK...



PARTNERS

Burcin serves as the founding partner of 

Centrum since the beginning of 2015. He also 

serves as the Tax Associate of a Netherlands 

based company, Trade&Investment Center 

BV, Istanbul Office. Burcin worked as a tax 

inspector within the Turkish Ministry of 

Finance Tax Inspectors Board for 10 years.

Beginning from the mid 2008, he was 

appointed as the Secretary General of the

Turkish Accounting Standards Board (now 

named as Public Oversight Board), and took 

the role of adopting the international

Founding Partner

accounting standards (IFRS/IASs) into 

Turkish legislation for 3 years. During this 

period, he participated as a member in the 

Asian - Oceanian Standard SettersGroup

(AOSSG) and as an observer member in 

the World Standard Setters (WSS) Group. 

He took an active role in drafting the new 

Turkish Commercial Code (TCC) and 

represented Turkey with respect to 

accounting and auditing related 

regulations of the new TCC during the 

negotiation process of the EU Acquis.

He left office in public sector in 2010, and 

took office as the Auditing Group 

Coordinator of Koc Holding Inc., which is 

the biggest conglomerate and the only Top 

250 Fortune’s Global Listing company in 

Turkey with nearly 190 companies and 50 

billion dollars of annual gross turnover. 

During the last three years period until his 

participation to Centrum, Burcin served as 

the tax management coordinator of Koc

companies responsible from the tax 

advisory and management of the group 

firms.

He acted as a member in TUSIAD (Turkish 

Industry and Business Association) Sub-

Working Committee on Intellectual Property 

Rights during the period 2011-2014 and as 

a TUSIAD representative in the Public 

Oversight Board’s Accounting Standards 

Review Committees between 2011 and 

2013.

He has been serving as the executive 

board member of the International 

Financial Management Association of 

Turkey since 2013.

He has been serving as the executive board 

member of the International Financial 

Management Association of Turkey since 

2013. Burcin received his BA degree in 

Business Administration from the Middle 

East Technical University, Faculty of 

Economic and Administrative Sciences.

He still participates in many international 

conferences and round tables as a well-

known expert speaker in his profession. 

BURÇİN GÖZLÜKLÜ



He started his career in 2004 

as a Revenue Assistant 

Specialist at Turkey Revenue 

Administration.

Then worked as a Tax 

Inspector at the Turkish 

Ministry of Finance Tax 

Inspectors Board between 

2005-2014 in this position. 

During this time he was the 

Group Vice President at the 

Ankara Big Scale Tax Payers 

Group Department his work 

was focused on tax 

inspection,report assesment

and reconcillation.

Partner

After that between 2012-2013 

when he was working at Tax 

Inspection Board he was 

responsible from the 

coordination between Big 

Scale Taxpayers Deparments

and Transfer Pricing 

Departments in the meantime 

he was also reporter for the 

Tax Inspection Board Central 

Report Assesment

Commission.

In January 2014 he was 

assigned as Head of Group in 

responsibility of Corporate 

Income Tax at the Revenue 

Administration.He worked in 

this positon 6 years and in 

February 2020 he resigned 

his public office.

FAZIL BOYRAZ



He started his career at Yıldız

Holding Control and Auditing 

Group in 2004 and continued 

there until 2013, and he 

worked in the Audit 

Department of Bilkent

Holding (Tepe Group) 

between 2013-2015. 

Between 2015 and 2017, he 

worked at Natura Gıda San. 

A.Ş. (Golf Ice Cream) as a 

CFO. Since 2017, he has been 

working as a Founding 

Partner in Seta Partners 

Consultancy and Audit 

Services company which he 

founded himself.

Partner

He also lectures on Auditing and 

Accounting at various universities and 

is currently working at Bahçeşehir

University. He has many published 

articles and has over 15 years of 

experience in auditing and financial 

affairs.

He holds a Ph.D. in Accounting and 

Finance from Istanbul University and 

Bilkent University Executive MBA. He 

completed certificate programs at the 

Ross School of Business, University of 

Michigan and Cornell University, and 

participated in the Executive Program 

on Corporate Management of the 

“AOTS-EPCM Program (Japan)” 

supported by the Japanese Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry.

FIRAT GÜÇLÜ



He started his career at Avrasya

Audit and continued there until 

2008, and he worked in BDO 

Audit between 2008 – 2010. He 

worked at Deloitte Turkey as a 

senior manager between 2010 –

2019.

He has audit experience in the 

framework of International 

Financial Reporting Standards 

(“IFRS”), Generally Accepted 

Accounting Principles in the US 

(“US GAAP”), and Turkish 

Financial Reporting Standards 

(“TFRS”). He is leading audit 

projects of multinational 

companies based in US, Europe 

and local conglomerates. Mainly, 

besides audit of holding 

companies, he is experienced in 

manufacturing, consumer goods 

and real estate sectors.

Partner

He has more than 15 years of 

experience in professional 

services on a variety of areas 

including external audit, initial 

public offerings, financial 

reporting and accounting 

advisory, transformation 

projects, due diligence and 

company valuations.

He holds a B.Sc. in Economics 

from Dumlupınar University, 

and he is lecturing on 

accounting, reporting and audit 

classes in several institutions. 

He is a Certified Public 

Accountant, holds an 

Independent Auditor License, 

and he is member of Turkish 

Independent Auditors 

Association.

Yasin ERGÜN



VISION

To offer our knowledge and experience to all our customers by ranking among the continuously improving, long-
standing, pioneering and exemplary companies in the sector, based on the sense of trust we create in our customers 
and the strength we draw from them.

MISSION

Our company takes the mission of accessing the most accurate, accountable and up-to-date information by 
means of its specialized and dynamic staff, and sharing this knowledge with its  customers in a way of 
creating permanent and alternative solutions.

OBJECTIVES

We aim for offering tax consultancy, inspection and reporting services in the best way possible at a level of 
quality brought by our unique background. We ensured a stable growth curve with commitment to our values 
throughout our business life for years. At this point we arrived today, we seek for furthering our objectives.  

Our main short term target is to maintain our powerful market position. We will be conveying our knowledge and 
experience one step further day after day by remaining loyal to our values which form the main source of our 
achievements until today. 

As Centrum Auditing, we will be increasing our staff numbers, expanding our branch network and maximizing 
customer satisfaction with our services in the long run. 

We believe that we will achieve all our goals with the help of our background, experience and dynamic personnel!



WE RAISE THE BAR ON AUDITING...

We provide immediate, solution oriented and multilateral guidance to our customers and reach for a 

new standard in auditing beyond expectations without the limitation of time.

WE SHED A LIGHT ON YOUR WAY...

Perhaps, there is no other profession in the world which invokes more hesitation and concern in 

customers than auditing. With our experienced and talented staff, we break this prejudice and work 

with our customers in order to arrive at the best possible solution.

WE KNOW OUR COMPANY WILL SURVIVE AS LONG AS OUR CUSTOMERS EXIST...

We acknowledge that, despite not being listed in the financial statements, customers are the most 

valuable assets of a company and thus, we see our customers as our most valuable business 

partners and shape our operations in line with their needs and expectations. 

WE WHOLEHEARTEDLY BELIEVE IN PROFESSIONAL PRINCIPLES OF ETHICS... 

We adopt the responsibility of acting for the public interest and continue our activities to keep pace 

with changing needs under the principles of honesty, objectivity, confidentiality, professional 

competency and due diligence.

SERVICE POLICY



www.centrumauditing.com

İstanbul

Acıbadem Mah. Çeçen Sk. Akasya 

Acıbadem Sitesi 25/A Kule İş Merkezi 

K: 28 D: 176 Üsküdar / İSTANBUL 

Tel   : +90 216 504 20 66

Fax  : +90 216 504 20 67

Ankara

Next Level İş Merkezi No: 3/A Kat: 14 

No: 68 Söğütözü / ANKARA

Tel - Fax : +90 312 286 15 61

Denizli

Enverpaşa Caddesi Katrancı İş Merkezi 

Kat: 4 No: 9 Bayramyeri / Denizli

http://www.centrumauditing.com/

